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 If you diligently go through and apply one strategy every day for the next 66 days, you will establish and or enhance the
habit of learning.In a 2010 study from the European Journal of Interpersonal Psychology, it was established that it takes
on average 66 days to create a new habit. Basically developing the habit of learning through reading can be beneficial to
improving understanding and ensuring you are in the forefront of schooling information.As a power coach or personal
trainer, continuing education is vital.This book provides 66 program design strategies to assist you to as a strength
coach or fitness expert refine your programming expertise.
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High Quality Content I met Stephan back in October 2014. Five Stars Phenomenal book. I was going to a 1-week seminar
at that time. I was impressed by his capability to describe some fundamental ideas about training. By the end of the
seminar he told us, the attendees, to shoot him an email should you have queries. Want bigger deadlifts, stronger knees,
better pulling efficiency, a healthier rotator cuff, etc . It was a very inspiring knowledge for me.So when this book came
out, buying it was a no brainer for me.. It addresses some strategies about the significance of having a strong neck, how
to improve your chin up video game and how prevent injuries. to I highly recommend it! The material that's inside has
produced me so excited that I will be looking forward for a 5 day time internship with Stephane! Great Insight Highly
recommended for any fitness professional who is looking to optimize their program design implementation. I have been
to varied courses through more than a decade, Book like the 66 ways of Program Design are the one that you say I
might have saved me a lot of money and time just if it have been made some years back. I'm looking forward to the
1000 page edition where I can transfer Most of Stephane's experience into my mind. I began my joruney to become a
highley popular strength coach at 18 years and began to find out Charles Poliquin way of program design then. Stephane
was been an one of my biggest influences in progressing my understanding to be the best period. Great info for trainers
and trainees Great info for trainers and trainees.! The comprehensive rationalization of these plan strategies is certainly
amazing and really makes your recognize that it is possible to never know enough! Recommend to everyone!! better
pulling performance If you are seriously interested in getting the clients top outcomes, you'll read this publication. It
scratches the top of program style with 66 approaches for helping your customers and yourself train with their goals.
He's that generous about posting his knowledge. If you are looking for some well explained strategies about training
this is the book you. Would have liked a few more general principles in there as the author seems to have credibility and
interesting concepts (hence the 4 superstars). this publication has those recommendations. This e-book is an extremely
valuable device to possess in your toolkit compiled by the best, if you are seriously interested in as an above average
trainer or trainer, read this reserve!! Simple. To the point. And, it will keep you wanting even more. Taking a long time of
e I purchased this book after meeting Stephane when i was 19 years old. Mind blown! With this publication, Stephance
has offered solid periodization advice along with constant information to keep you and your customers progressing from
workout to workout.! As a strength trainer/personal trainer, it is really difficult to find information that will assist
improve our craft. This book helps you understand how to put principles of strength training into practice. System
design has turned into a lost artwork in the brand new age of just entertaining clients. Customers who reach their goals
are clients for life! After reading this, I understand how to make programs that will ensure that my clients keep
progressing towards their goals. There's less extra fat in this book than the abs of somebody with 4% surplus fat.Every
trainer/trainer should read this publication and see their business improve!Clients without email address details are no
longer your clients, they become somebody else's. Mandatory reading for every fitness professionals There is no doubt
in my own mind that Stephane Cazeault may be the #1 resource on program design, and I've put my money where my
mouth is (and will continue to so long as he's teaching) by attending his courses. This is a great look at what sort of
masterful trainer techniques the situations that trainers and athletes encounter. Would absolutely advise that all fitness
experts at any point in their career at the minimum spend money on this book, you won't be sorry. Mandatory Reading
for Serious Trainers/Coaches I just finished my second browse of "66 Ways of Program Design". An assessment for the
non-personal trainer This book is targeted at a personal trainer; I'll be buying many paperback versions to continue
hand for new trainers and students at my training facility. Stephane's passion for system design is definitely
demonstrated by his comprehensive understanding of every detail of every loading parameter. Stephane understands
program design better than any other trainer in the field today... Book like the 66 strategies to Program Design will be
the one . Jorge Garzafox; Stephane was been an among my biggest influences in progressing my understanding to be the
very best period.!!! No matter whether you are brand-new or aged in the strength globe become familiar with more than
couple of this from it. Hoping he makes a hardcopy ! Wonderfully created.! Can’t say enough just how many great
suggestions are in here! Five Stars Quite simply the most useful and applicable reserve in regards to program style I've
come across . Worth while read Good tips, in a slightly disorganized order. Taking years and years of connection with
failing and readjusting applications is alot of dedication and hard work . At that time he was the power and conditioning



head trainer at Poliquin Group in Rhode Island. It will cost a lot more than it is. This publication is filled with applicable
info. this is not me. 1. Overall good reserve. Quick and intersting go through. 2.! Which is both good and bad. 3. All the
stuff could be looked up very easily online. The publication assumes that you already know plenty about designing
programs for training, and as a result has very little explanation of what it's talking about.. Hopefully we get more books
out of this author.
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